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>Read about Heidi Heckelbeckâ€™s first day at school in >, where she meets a meanie, makes a

friend, and reveals her big secret: sheâ€™s actually a witch! Then Heidi casts a spell on mean-girl

Melanie right before the school play in >. Next in >, Heidi uses a little magic to make her baked

treats extra-special. And in >, Melanie dresses up as a witchâ€”so Heidi dresses up as Melanie! With

easy-to-read language and illustrations on almost every page, the Heidi Heckelbeck chapter books

are perfect for beginning readersâ€”and now the first four stories are available in one spell-filled

collection.
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Both of my girls have loved these books and re-read them all the time. We can't get enough of

them.When my oldest was 6 we were looking for books that were simple but still somewhat

challenging, beginning chapter books. She has adored these books and even today still reads them

now that she is 8. Our other daughter who is 6 is now enjoying these as her introduction to chapter

books. They are right on par with being challenging but still simple so that as your little reader

progresses it is still an enjoyable book. The print is a good size and there are a few pictures.I highly

recommend starting with the collection, or at least with book 1. The first book introduces Heidi in a



fun way, your reader won't want to miss it. After that you don't have to go in order at all. Each story

stands on it's own so pick the adventure your kids want to read and have fun on the magical

journey. Every book has been fun, uplifting, and full of great lessons. We have gathered quite the

collection in the last two years and I recommend these to everyone I know. The character Heidi is

developed so well, and has such a great attitude-- it's the kind of character I'd like my girls to learn

from. She is a polite girl who's trying to learn her way. What I also love is that there is an element of

magic involved which is fun for the kids. It's like Harry Potter for a younger generation.If you are

looking for the in between books for your beginning reader start with these. They won't disappoint

you or your budding reader. Get your wallet ready because once you start, you won't be able to

stop.

My 6-year old has been reading these for about 7 months now. She absolutely loves this book

series. Heidi is likable and, in some ways, easy to relate to. My 4-year old is able to follow along

with the story and able to recall the storyline.

my 6-year-old daughter absolutely loves these books; I have had a hard time finding a series of

books that she enjoys and we finally found one that she looks forward to reading - so happy! btw, I

also do not mind reading these with her/I enjoy them (unlike some of the other books we have tried)

which is also a benefit for me

Our eight year old granddaughter didn't take to reading at all, but this is the book series that hooked

her into reading for pleasure. Nice to have the set of four books enclosed in a case for neat storage

of her special books.

My daughter is in third grade and did not like to read until I found this amazin books and now all she

does is read. Thanks to this books she now reads for hours or until she finish the whole book, Great

books.

Finally chapter books that my ultra-girly children want to read! They love the illustrations and the

story of these books. great price for the starter pack as well.

Such stinking cute books! I love them as does my 6 year old, great stories and lessons contained in

each one.



the Heidi books were the first ones my 9 yo requested. She's been a non-reader all through school

until she found this series. I am more than delighted that Heidi Heckelbeck captured my child's

attention, and sustained it. I mean, she's reading it INDEPENDENTLY!
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